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Some members
driving the agenda...

A business hub helping organisations
create a sustainable world.
SustainAbility is a world respected advisory firm and think tank
inspiring and enabling business to move towards a just and
sustainable world.
Formed over 20 years ago, the Engaging Stakeholders network’s role
is to collectively push the sustainability agenda by providing cutting
edge research, tools and insights to sustainability professionals.
This is achieved through a framework that offers professional access
to experts and peers in intimate ways - both in person and online.
We focus on key issues and involve a broad range of sectors.

“The network is driving best practices in corporate
transparency and accountability. Together our members
are connecting in ways that are changing the culture of
their businesses.”
Mark Lee, Executive Director, SustainAbility

Access to peers, experts and your
own personal liaison.

Workshops

Inclusivity and accessibility are at the heart of the network.
Our members actively shape and inform the agenda
The Network comprises group discussions on trending topics, peer
feedback and advice and monthly briefings with you and your team.

Online Forum

We balance peer based activities with learning from experts. A
dedicated SustainAbility liaison works with you on the specific
challenges you are addressing.

Webinars
“Well-facilitated and candid discussions are the
backbone of the network, but the lifeblood is the quality
of interactions with the people involved. That is what
makes it unique and valuable!”
Anne Gadegaard,
Global Director TBL (Triple Bottom Line) Management,
Novo Nordisk

Briefings

The big event.
Annual workshops.
We come together in person once every year in
Europe and North America for workshops which
provide opportunities to network, collaborate and
share, meet experts, and rally around key topics.

“A perfect venue to keep abreast of emerging issues
and tackle challenging corporate responsibility topics
together. The diversity of perspectives and commitment
of companies in the network offer a valuable source of
intelligence and innovation.”
Rob Frederick, VP and Director,
Corporate Responsibility, Brown-Forman

Leading thinking and research on
the transparency agenda.
Each year the SustainAbility team works with the members to
agree a key topic that would benefit from a collaborative project.
We help to solve common problems our members face through
practical guidance and case studies.
Using primary and secondary research, we provide a detailed
report exclusively embargoed for our members. Throughout the
year we also provide thought leadership and insights into the
transparency agenda, which we interpret and summarise to save
you time.
We push the envelope and ensure you have access to intelligence
and opinions you won’t find elsewhere.

If you would like to see our most
recent reports, click here.

Dedicated briefings.
We know from experience that a key aspect of the Network is
being able to positively and directly impact on your day-to-day.
Your liaison works with you throughout the year to discuss key
issues and help you apply the experiences and insights from the
network activities directly into your business.
Members tell us that the Network’s intimacy allows for deeper
exploration that, in turn, helps better inform the network’s focus
for tomorrow.
Your liaison also delivers an annual member briefing tailored to
your needs, ensuring the content, delivery and timing is highest
value for you.

Click here to speak to one of our dedicated
advisors about how we can help you.

Thank you.
If you would like to talk to us about the Engaging Stakeholders
Network, contact us via our offices:
London: +44 20 7269 6900
San Francisco: +1 510 982 5003
New York: +1 718 210 3630
Or e-mail us at stakeholders@sustainability.com

